For nearly three-quarters of a century,
the Nelson family has farmed and ranched the countryside of north central South Dakota, near
Gettysburg. In 1992, the Nelsons began hosting pheasant hunters, as they pioneered habitat
management to enhance bird populations. Today Paul Nelson Farm is known worldwide for its
extraordinary wingshooting hunts. Located in the heart of pheasant country , the 15,000-acre farm is
sustainably managed to harvest both crops...and birds. With unforgettable menus, unrivaled hunting,
and an uncommon passion for genial hospitality, the Paul Nelson Farm experience stirs the sporting
heart like nowhere else in the world.

“A hunt here at the Farm makes for the kind of day…you hope will never end.” – Paul Nelson

T

he lodging
accommodations
are simply legendary,
starting with showplace
bedroom suites – a feature rarely
found among the top tier of fine
hunting outfitters. From the Main
Lodge to the Buffalo Suites to the
King Lodge, you’ll be immersed
in plush comfort that combines
rustic elegance with upscale, upland
hominess. Between the three venues,
the 35 rooms are showcased with
stunning furniture and décor choices.
All guests have their own private
rooms, with beautiful ensuite
bathrooms to complete that homeaway-from-home lifestyle. This
easy-living atmosphere invites
camaraderie and relaxation from
one cozy room to the next.

E

xperience the extraordinary when
it comes to pheasant numbers
here at the Farm. Mother Nature
is always a force to be reckoned
with here in South Dakota. But our decades
of habitat management combined with the
natural nesting power of the Dakota prairie
result in bird densities that are simply aweinspiring. Strategic food plot plantings,
native grassland management, and wetland
enhancement help grow and nurture
pheasant hatchlings to record numbers.
Prepare yourself: you will quite literally see
clouds of pheasants break and rise as you
walk our upland countryside.

H

unting at the farm is available Sept.
1 through March 31. Certainly
fall hunting is pretty incomparable
under the burnished skies that
mean autumn harvest is here once again. But our
habitat and this countryside can also be enjoyed
marvelously nearly year round. A growing
number of customers relish the satisfaction of
our winter hunt packages. Some have called
their December hunts “one of the best kept
secrets around.” And come summer, we can also
craft retreat packages centered around shooting
instruction on our world-class clay course.
Fly-fishing lessons on the farm’s stocked pond
round out our summer sporting activities. More
and more companies have also discovered the
allure of the farm as a corporate team-building
destination. Call for further information on how
we can custom create retreat opportunities for
your business or family groups. Because to be
honest, there just is no less-than-remarkable
time…to book a visit to the farm!

In the realm of innkeeping,
the return rate of customers can be one of the most accurate gauges available for measuring
customer satisfaction. At Paul Nelson Farm, our guests return at a remarkable rate of 98%.
That’s a number generally unheard of, in the hunting hospitality business. But maybe that’s
how we achieve it – because this is so much more than a business. This is our passion, and we
are blessed by each guest that comes through our doors. Our intent is to forge relationships
in a setting that transcends the traditional! With legendary lodging, epic hunting, and fivestar meals, the Paul Nelson Farm experience is truly one like no other.

“We want you extraordinarily comfortable.” – Paul Nelson
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